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Poet
By Colin Ian Jeffery

Within the landscape of the mind
In solitude the poet walks alone 
Composing a language of the soul
With images and inspiring thoughts
Bright and dark colours, tapestry of life.

Always questioning how, why and when
Penning of death, love, joy, happiness and joy   
Searching for truth walking purple storms 
Taking blows and turning the other cheek 
Looking at the stars and seeing God.

Making beauty touching other souls
Memories sweet and bold and lovers not forgot
Time and space no barrier for the questing mind
Grief and loss given words to let tears flow
The poet fulfils an important role for mankind.

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Cyäegha
By DJ Tyrer

A single great eye stares
From the twitching mass
Tentacles black and strange
Reaching for the unwary who venture
Within caverns dark and dank
Rimed with millennia of hate
……………………………………………………

All the Hate in the World
By SchiZ

With all the hate in the world
I just want to smile
To see yr smile would be like a golden sun
Coming from the darkness
But these days, the hatred is the rule of the day
As though, Hades put a blanket over the land
Trying to suffocate the delight of what was paradise
Someone loving somebody with the joy of their essence
A love of a pet licking yr face
The feelings of a being showing it's love
An embrace to show love exists
In the most beautiful dance
All I need is a smile across yr face
Like a sunrise out of the night's offences

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Checking Out
By Gordon Scapens

At the checkout
the frail old lady,
watery eyes sunk
in a pale face,
implies shabbiness
to a bypassing world.
Still, she smiles.

There are three items
in her basket
without choices,
and the price is paid
by unsteady hands
with coins skilled
in survival techniques.

She is being reduced
to a learning curve
on subsistence levels
by such economies
she faces daily
without complaint.

Poverty that stalks her
will outlive her,
and such a disease
will infect many more
by a chronic disregard.

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Submissions are required for future issues!



The Fall of Sir Gallan
By Matthew Wilson

I got the news at sunrise – that the traitorous Sir
Gallan  had  kidnapped  the  queen’s  child  for
ransom.  The  great  Knight  felt  passed  over  for
promotion  in  the  recent  war  and  wanted  his
weight in diamonds for the prince’s safe return.

I  knew I had to hurry,  my honour still
intact,  I  took  the  rescue  mission  and  rode  my
horse to death to Gallan's castle where I’d spent
more pleasant days in his company when he was
in the queen’s favour.

I could smell blood by the time I reached
the  courtyard  and the  moon told  me I  was  too
late.

The  baby’s  blue  face  was  eating  Sir
Gallan's flesh when I crept into the kitchen. His
delicate fangs had found some vein and taken the
traitor by surprise.

The  queen’s  court  would  demand  the
baby  be  destroyed  if  they  knew  what  it  really
was. She had chosen me because I could keep a
secret, especially her real age.

One day, again, this kingdom would be
ruled by dead things.

Now Sir Gallan had fallen, long live all
vampires.

Ends
……………………………………………………

 Dilapidation
By Paul Cutting

The imprudent actions of times-past cretins
Leaves the future in a benighted state…
For democracy: built on hooliganism and uproar,
Ensures realism is wildly distorted.

Who wakes up to the trouble humans are creating,
As a matter of opinion should questioning begin,
Or is true freedom just a choice of what is around?

O! Wordsworth, we have need of you now,
England is one large landfill site teeming with spite –
Where next for Compassion’s children?
…………………………………………………..

We Are…

Like two pieces of a jigsaw puzzle:
With an existence of our own
But much better
Together.

By J.S. Watts

pile them up!
By Arthur C. Ford, Sr.

Question: What is the difference between 
Mathematics and The Bible?
Answer: Mathematics is not forgiving!

so, pile your Sins up
over there
where mortals can not see them,
aspire, inspire, perspire daily
that’s how mankind bleeds them!

hide them in the pew
at church
for the world will
never look there,
care not of consequences
for the law don’t seek
or clean there!

taxonomize them properly
they are diverse
as earth’s colour,
reflections of our mirror’s image
as we stand before
each other!

get them wavered in a box
or by a soft-hearted victim,
repetition is the plan,
and love, “of course”
will fix’em.

pile them high as
the nose can smell
since it’s said
that hell’s below,
inert are they to passing clouds
and to the water’s flow.

in such a short time
they pile so high, so high
“how can these evils be?”
“do they travel just by fate?”
or maybe telepathy?”

pile them in your pixels,
the shock will not be felt,
until accounts, are diminished,
from heaven
to the bible belt!

……………………………………………………

Send us your letters of comment!



The Misty Night
By Diane R. Duff

"We  should  have  been  home  ages  ago  if  you
hadn’t taken the wrong turning."

"Don’t blame me! I thought I knew the
way, but the map must be out of date. If it wasn’t
for this fog, I’d have found the way by now."

She  sighed:  "Don’t  let’s  quarrel!  I  did
check  the  forecast,  but  it  didn’t  say  anything
about fog; it came so suddenly. It’s getting late, it
looks like we’ll have to sleep in the car." They
were  in  a  country  lane  and  had  stopped  for  a
while, hoping the mist would clear. 

He looked up: "It seems to be easing off
now; the moon’s shining."

He drove on for a few minutes, till they
came to an old building.

"Let’s stop and see what that notice says,
perhaps it’s an hotel," she said hopefully.

The  moonlight  shone  on  the  board,  as
they  read  the  message:  “Country  Guest  House,
Visitors welcome. Proprietors: Mr & Mrs Grey.”

"Looks like we’re in luck, Pete. I wonder
if they’d put us up for the night."

"It’s worth asking."
An  elderly  gentleman  in  a  grey  suit

answered the door.
"Do  you  have  a  room  available  for

tonight?
"Yes Sir. Please come in." 
The atmosphere was warm and inviting

and they  were  pleased  to  see  a  fire  blazing.  A
woman  appeared,  who  Lynn  guessed  was  the
owner’s wife, she was also dressed in grey. Seems
their  colours match their  names,  she thought in
amusement.

"I’m sorry it’s short notice, but we went
for a drive earlier and got lost, then a mist came
suddenly and we had to wait till it had cleared."

She  smiled:  "That  sometimes  happens
and travellers are forced to rest a while."

"Are we the only guests, Mrs Grey?" She
hadn’t seen any other cars.

"You are indeed, Madam."
"It’s good to have a coal fire," said Pete,

as they made their way up the stairs. "I always
think it makes a place look cheerful."

"Yes  Sir.  It  can  get  chilly  round  here,
even in the summer."

The  room  was  small  but  cosy,  and  to
their surprise, they slept well.

"I  don’t  think  we  need  bother  about
breakfast,"  said Pete next  morning.  "I’ll  just  be

glad to  get  home.  I’ll  have another  look at  the
map, I’m sure we’ll be able to find the way now."

When they went  downstairs,  there  was
no-one about. Lynn noticed the grate was empty
and there didn’t  appear  to  have been a  fire  the
previous night.

Pete called for the owners, but there was
no answer. "Never mind, Lynn, let’s get going!"

She wrote a quick note of thanks to the
couple and left it on the desk.

***

When they got outside, she thought the building
looked dilapidated  in  the  daylight:  "No wonder
they didn’t charge much," she said.

"Look here!" called her husband, as he
stood by the notice board.

It  read:  “Country  Guest  House.  Closed
until further notice.”

Ends

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Opening Arguments
 By Christine Despardes

Light rain and snow together, 
bustling traffic pending at scarcely daybreak, 
and a good, brusque walk from the 'hood it is, 
amid the lonely echoes of my own footsteps. 

Does this convenience store never close? 
Open all hours of the day or night.
A huge puddle at the street corner 
turns into a giant dragon obstructing me
from One small black tea with lemon, please,

one sugar,
cardboard cup and plastic notwithstanding.
I pay, tearing the tiny hole into the lid
to sip as I go.
Slipping on the ice is not an option.

Forensics can't correct an unsound argument.
If propositions don't behave in a logical way
the proffered conclusion's useless, 
no matter how strongly defense feels for her,

the accused.
Reporters looking on, I see facts,
the case orbiting the globe at the speed of light 

and everybody gets it.

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::



Professional Gods
By Gordon Scapens

Worshippers seeking fulfilment
are humourless lifeblood
for this place of worship.

The procession around aisles
is searching for identity,
directs calculated hunger
to professional gods.

Blessings are available
to the hopeful eyes
but are not freely given
for the journey made,
but life disguises itself
like a feast day
for sufficient input.

Joining in the service
fits it all together
into ritual conclusion,

the symbolic stand
to atone by contribution
to the check-out girl.

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Cities in the Rain
By Jane Stuart

It  was  a  long  time  ago,  long  before  childhood
memories – flickering fireflies, our lost summer
nights – and, before footsteps on the garden path
under a full moon, before cities lost in the horizon
that was already windswept and full of rain. The
street was dusty, a dark corridor led nowhere, and
night  was cold.  You looked in  a  store window,
smiled  at  your  reflection,  and  I  listened  to  the
stars recite their prayers.

……………………………………………………

Brood
By DS Davidson

Movement under skin
Undulating flesh splitting
Bloody birth from death

Return At Midnight
By Christine Despardes

Stillness. A footstep. A door being opened,
a pause then decision – nothing's there to fear.
The door knob being relinquished,

the appointment will be kept.

A cornered figure in the darkness,
a flashlight beam then recognition,
and fascination,
for the face is drawn in anguish.

The row of shattered streetlight
and rapid click of heels,
The silhouette of someone in flight
who's suddenly a target and confused.
The flight is broken by cracked concrete,
a fall to the ground, a spill into the shadows.

Her stallion splits the night asunder
with thunder on the earth,
while sparks like lightning ignite 'twixt hoof and rock.
The language she speaks is so sharp and clear
that it riddles the old man though it's his.
He hears but sometimes does not understand.
She leans forward in the saddle, saying
"Forget what I have told you, say instead
that I have gone in this direction, say
that I may not return at midnight."
He will obey, and once again she is gone.

Next night in yet another part of town,
a garden gate swings open.
At the end of the lane a lamp is lit.
Under it, upon a tree trunk table
a bowl holds three wet peaches, wet with mist,
and two cups emptied. One upon its side is lying
atop a scrap of paper bearing runes,
signs of discord and accord
in a search for answers that must be
but are not for the present
were not yesterday
nor will be tomorrow.

Elsewhere, underneath a lighted match
a palm is open, a key lies in it
indicating misdirection,
a deed improperly done.
Now something worthy's forfeited forever.

Across the border, near a burning candle
lie ten gold coins unguarded on a table,
signs of adventure, anguish, passion.
What shall become of this restraint and fire.
Quiet pride and a return at midnight.
………………………………………………………...

Visit the successor to Awen Online at
https://viewfromatlantis.wordpress.com/



Plastic in the sea
By Colin Ian Jeffery

Over populated and over use of plastic
Humans pour waste into the sea
Polluting making a cancer 
Threatening all living things in the oceans
Infesting seafood humans eat.

Humans are destroyers
Without regard to the planet’s future
No living species is safe from them
Pouring waste plastics into the seas 
Not knowing they kill themselves too.
………………………………………………..

Beside The Moat
By Jane Stuart

It was a solitary month…
the butterfly was gone
in a web of golden light
that filled summer’s sky
… but, time begins again.

Inside the castle
night is young
outside, a black snow falls –
tomorrow’s moon will come again –
your shadow fills my song.

…………………………………………………..

Connection
By Gordon Scapens

Keep very still and quiet.
Listen intently for the voice
that will break the monotony.
You will be given a strategy
encouraging action on your part
and a speech of your purpose.
You will be allowed only
a few moments for thought
and, then, you must act.
Say nothing until your cue.
Leave your message after the tone.

……………………………………………………

Declining standards
Politcians playing games
Truth in sharp decline

By DJ Tyrer

Waves Ballad
By Chris Andrews

Waves rolling all around
On the sand I stand my ground
My niece lies on her waterboard
With it attached to her hand by a cord.

Waves rolling all around
The seagulls make a singing sound
As they chase for food
They’re not polite, they’re rude.

Waves rolling all around
What a beautiful shell I’ve found
What a perfect shape
It looks and feels so great.

Waves rolling all around
Back up the beach I’m bound
What a fantastic day
No work and all play.
…………………………………………………..

Brooding
By Paul Cutting

Whilst standing at peace beside leafy tree
Letting time, like the leaves on the stream,
Float by: I ponder why so many four-legged
Creatures have been bent to the will of human
Masters…

Then, suddenly, as though salmon were
leaping upstream,

The day became the sort of muggy day
Which made homicide an option…
……………………………………………………

I shall stand
By Colin Ian Jeffery

I shall stand against them
And they shall not bring me down
Broken and tormented 
For you give me strength and purpose.

I will endure without reproach
Knowing truth shall conquer lies
And love overcome evil
With children forever free of fear.

There will be a new world
Without the curse of war and tranny
Where truth is told and lies banished
And Politicians keep promises they make.



Conduct
By Paul Cutting

The words replete with repining remorsefulness
Were taken up into the air by the rising currents,
And registered rhapsodically with the black billowing 

clouds
Which rolled ominously over the rooftops,
Whilst spitting forth their contents.
And, as stygian moods merged a savage storm
Of quite brilliant proportions exploded all around:

The wind began to wail as if it were being chased by a
fire-breathing demon,

And, like a whirlpool, the centre of every heavy-
hanging cloud

Began to whorl and wind – as though a bowman 
skilled in circular logic

Was taking aim; seeking targets of unnatural life
from the other side.

Then, showers of marvellous sparks, which seared
This once-fair earth, fell furiously from above.

People ran for cover over broken-up pavements
Which protruded and pierced the soles of their feet,
While the hedgerows that overflowed with the bugs, 

cartons, packets, and paper,
They could never refuse to be clothed in… 

welcomed the rain…
………………………………………………………..

Flying High
By Chris Andrews

The aeroplane flies up
The seeds on the trees go down
The balloon floats across
The leaves on the trees fall down

Birds fly in different directions
The ostrich doesn’t fly
The imagination goes crazy
Angels send calm

Music is all around
Silence flies in space
Ladybirds hover
Pigs stay with feet on the ground

Drug addicts get high
But, also very low
Flying can be fun
But, dangerous, too

………………………………………………………

Awen will return in May

Kingdom of the Polar Bear
By Colin Ian Jeffery

Majestic hunter on snow and ice
Roaming frozen seas
Polar bear prowls its domain.

Hibernating hidden under snow
Sleeping winter away alone
Mother bears give birth.

Emerging with cubs
Teaching how to survive
Wandering harshest land on earth. 

Hunting over freezing landscape
Seeking for prey mostly seals
Basking warily beside ice holes.

Man is the greatest enemy
With unbridled global warming
Melting the kingdom of the polar bear.

…………………………………………………

Recovery
By Christine Despardes

Here am I, the invisible stranger,
X the unknown, enemy of my State,
a shadow man on the edge of being.
I can play the role, I've been there.
In clothing faded and splashed with whiskey,
am not a drunk, I have to look the part.
I'm toting sacred objects to their future,
I'll make half a million a third time over.
These are sacred beings needing guarding,
guarded by me and my Berets,
sacred objects for adoring contact with reality.
Stolen from a mosque in old Baghdad,
this is their recovery.
I'm the best and charge a modest fee.
No one knows about tonight,
no thief, no foreign power, no spy,
just two tuxedoed curators and I.
……………………………………………………

Snowfall
By Aeronwy Dafies

Tiny motes of perfection
Reveal imperfection
Of human responses to snow


